Materials for the Châtelaine Sampler Mystery II
Thread
Dinky Dyes Silk OR Cotton threads
( please regard when substituting
these, that you do not have a variegated effect
with the plain DMC !!)

Color
05
46
57
67
68
71
76
85
87
88

Mulberry Ice
Topaz
Native Plum
Jacob’s Ladder(2x)
Ocean Pines (2x)
Heath
Ocean Grove
Fantasy Blues (2x)
Yallingup
Salt Bush (2x)

Substitute
DMC
❏211
❏422
❏154 or 3802
❏311
❏3808
❏155
❏-- 322 poss.
❏823
❏--3746 poss.
❏3052

The Thread Gatherer Silk ‘n Colors

SNC 045 Chartreuse (2x)

❏733

Rainbow Gallery Petite Treasure Braid
(Kreinik Braid # 4 subst)

PB 25

❏221

Delica Beads ( substitute MillHill Seed Beads)

❏ 063 - 48 beads
❏ 505 - 113 beads
❏ 608 - 164 beads

❏ 02092
❏ 00557
❏ 02074

Swarovski Crystal Heart # 6202
14.4mm Vitrail Medium

❏ 1x

--

Mere Design Size is: 271 x 257 stitches
43.0 x 40.8 cm at 16ct
16.9 x 16.1 inches at 16ct
Make sure to add enough free fabric on all sides !

Fabric: Zweigart
Belfast 3609/53
32/16 count

Disclaimer : I make the conversions from the originally used and chosen materials into DMC, Mill Hill and Kreinik
products with help of original brand thread cards and samples of the beads and braids but following my own
taste of color and the feeling of what will go with that particular design rather then using so-called “official”
conversion charts, but please regard that the piece is designed for the use of the “original” materials ( variegated
silks etc) and the effect and overall look can be quite different if you use other materials.
As well the size of the Mill Hill Beads is different to the Delica beads.
If you read a “no Match” in the conversion rows it is because whether the variegation is too diverse ( then I
choose ONE color out of those for this design ) or Mill Hill/Kreinik do not have this particular shade or finish….
I do not endorse any of the nowadays offered “conversion packs” by some thread manufacturers as they rarely
are made by comparison to the original materials I chose.
If you wish to use different materials feel free to do so , but please follow your own feelings, eyes and taste of
color rather then buying “bulk” conversions !!
I am not responsible if you do not like the look of the conversion materials.
If you want the piece to look the same, use the same :)
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